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EQUAL SUMS OF FOUR SEVENTH POWERS

RANDY L. EKL

Abstract. In this paper, the method used to find the smallest, nontrivial,
positive integer solution of a7

1 + a7
2 + a7

3 + a7
4 = b71 + b72 + b73 + b74 is discussed.

The solution is

1497 + 1237 + 147 + 107 = 1467 + 1297 + 907 + 157.

Factors enabling this discovery are advances in computing power, available
workstation memory, and the appropriate choice of optimized algorithms.

Introduction

Diophantine equations of the form
∑m
i=1 a

s
i =

∑n
j=1 b

s
j have been studied by

mathematicians since antiquity. Classes of this equation are the Pythagorean The-
orem (n = 1,m = s = 2), Fermat’s Last Theorem (n = 1,m = 2, s > 2), Euler’s
Conjecture (n = 1, s > m > 2), and the Deficient Symmetric Equal Sum of Like
Powers (n > 1,m = n, s > m).

As reported in [1], [3] and [4], and this article for [s,m] = [7, 4], the smallest
numeric solutions for several instances of n > 1,m = n, s > m are known. Smallest
means that

∑m
i=1 a

s
i is a minimum.

This paper describes the method used to find the following minimal sum solution
for the case [s,m] = [7, 4]:

1497 + 1237 + 147 + 107 = 1467 + 1297 + 907 + 157.

The second smallest solution is 1947 +1507 +1057 +237 = 1927 +1527 +1327 +387.
The method relies on keeping a sorted, RAM resident, binary tree of values

∑4
i=1 a

7
i ,

using a modified AVL tree algorithm (see [2]), precalculating seventh powers of
integers, and utilizing large-integer numeric software.

Hardware

The hardware platform used was an HP 715 Unix workstation, with 64 M bytes
of RAM, and an HP PRISM architecture RISC processor running at 50 MHz. The
system had a floating-point coprocessor.

Software

A program written in the “C” language, 514 lines long, was developed. The
main data structure used in the program is an AVL tree. It is a height-balanced
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binary tree which contains 4-tuples (a1, a2, a3, a4) and their associated values a7
1 +

a7
2 + a7

3 + a7
4.

The initialization section of the program precalculates the seventh powers of
integers for use later in the program. Also, in initialization, the AVL tree is seeded
with the 4-tuple (2, 1, 1, 1) and the associated value 27 + 17 + 17 + 17 = 131.

The processing which occurs in the main loop of the program is a methodical
generation of 4-tuples (a1, a2, a3, a4) and their associated sums a7

1 + a7
2 + a7

3 + a7
4,

insertion of them into the AVL tree, and the removal of entries from the AVL tree
which can no longer be part of a solution. A call to the avl remove routine takes the
lowest value sum out of the tree and rebalances the tree. The avl remove routine
returns the 4-tuple (a1, a2, a3, a4) which produced the sum. Calls to the avl insert
routine are based on 4-tuples returned by the avl remove routine. If, upon entering
a new value into the AVL tree, it is found that this value already exists in the tree,
a solution has been found, as two separate 4-tuples have generated the same sum.

The software was tested on other equations of the form
∑m
i=1 a

s
i =

∑m
j=1 b

s
j , with

m = 2, 3 and s = 3, 4, 5, 6. It found all solutions given in [4]. The search for the
case [5, 2] was executed up to the sum 2.4×1022 without finding a solution, and for
the case [6, 2] was executed up to the sum 7.25× 1026 without finding a solution.

Computational statistics

The AVL tree was seeded with (2, 1, 1, 1). The program ran through 20,602,188
iterations (removal calls) before displaying the smallest solution indicated above.
The largest that the AVL tree became was 178,345 entries. The program took
3206.41 CPU seconds (53 minutes, 26.41 seconds), or an average of 6425.31 itera-
tions per CPU second. The main need for memory came from two items: 1000 *
6 * (long int) = 24 K bytes was for the power table, and 178,345 * 13 * (long int)
= 8.9 M bytes was for the AVL tree. The maximum height of the AVL tree was
log2(178345) + 1 = 18.

Conclusion

Other noteworthy unsolved problems of the form
∑m
i=1 a

s
i =

∑m
j=1 b

s
j are [s,m] =

[5, 2], [6, 2], [7, 2] and [7, 3]. It is interesting to observe that in each of these cases,
s > 2m. Is there a solution to any of these equations? The “next” unsolved case
with m < s ≤ 2m is [s,m] = [8, 4]. The computational methods employed for the
problem [7, 4] discussed in this paper are applicable to all of the above cases.
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